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Abstract 

   Knowledge is fundament of any progress, and so is the case with nuclear knowledge 
(NK) for radiation protection. However, this axiomatic and notorious fact is sometimes 
interpreted/understood in a sense that knowledge is there for granted. If persistent, this 
dangerously wrong attitude may silently lead to prevailing of ignorance vs. knowledge/ 
competence and to RP degradation in much respect, with far reaching consequences. 
   Having behind many decades of experience with research, development and utilization 
of radiation sources for various purposes (including both electric power generation and 
non-power applications) and with renewed expectations from nuclear sector in solving 
global energy crisis in front, nuclear knowledge management (NKM) is getting a growing 
attention lately. This comes due to accentuation, in many counties, of issues with NK 
creation, dissemination, transfer, preservation and maintenance, or its proper verification/ 
employing, positioning versus other knowledge, even valorization and public acceptance. 
Therein, RP is among the areas much sensitive and depending on the effects mentioned. 
   RP infrastructure in a country – comprising regulatory elements (institutional and legal 
framework), technical support organizations (service providers), educational institutions 
(universities, training centers), RP associations, source manufacturers, traders and users 
themselves – is, as a matter of fact, a complex system of multidisciplinary nature. 
Physicists, chemists, biologists, environmentalists, medical physicists and practitioners, 
engineers, managers, lawyers, technicians… have their place within the system. It is a 
common denominator for them all to need a particular NK pertinent to their duties. This 
very knowledge cannot be missed. Also, it cannot be improvised or substituted by some 
other knowledge from their respective specialties, neither by that of other people with 
different backgrounds, who might come in replacement. Unfortunately, it is exactly what 
often happens, or tends to happen. Several reasons (some of them correlated) may be 
behind: unfavorable political decisions, adverse public opinion, financial restrictions, job 
cutting, poor interest/motivation for nuclear education, brain drain, aging, attrition, etc. 
   Step by step – under bad circumstances – the quantity of NK in a society may drop 
below “criticality line”, which denotes the lower limit still enabling a proper functioning/ 
sustaining of the system. This is particularly valid for small, generally “non-nuclear” 
countries – many of which, regrettably, have always remained even under such a critical 
NK level. It is one of the ideas/tasks of NKM to reverse likewise tendencies, aiming at 
adequate NK for every society. To begin with, a minimal NK, necessary for correct basic 
practices with rad. sources (RP priority included!), should be defined and reached ASAP. 
   International cooperation (e.g. such as stimulated/organized by the IAEA) may turn 
essential for the success of NKM initiatives/actions taken (further discussed in the paper).  
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